
From small jobbing shops to large multinational organisations,

there’s a Sage manufacturing solution that’s ideal for you. 

Sage scalable manufacturing solutions share the same pedigree

that makes Sage one of the world’s leading business management

brands.  Over 20 years of research and development along with

selective breeding through careful acquisition, has created robust,

reliable manufacturing solutions to fit your current needs–and to

keep pace your long term plans.

Whether your operational model is MTO, CTO, Discrete, Process

or Batch, Sage gives you the sharpest tools to increase efficiency,

to better utilise production capacity, to control your stock levels, to

boost your profits and ultimately, customer satisfaction and loyalty.

Sage manufacturing solutions integrate seamlessly with other Sage

applications to give you a single, close-up view of your whole

business from the shop floor, to sales, to accounts, to despatch.   

Recent independent research* has shown that as a manufacturing

solutions provider, Sage is ahead of many of its high profile

competitors and is the leader in many of the most performance-

critical areas.

Over X XXX manufacturers in the UK alone, use Sage software. There

is a wide range of referenceable sites backed up by in-depth case

studies covering the whole gamut of manufacturing operations. 

Visit Sage, stand XXX at CIM, to hear about low cost of ownership,

rapid return on investment and how thousands of businesses just

like yours are performing at optimum capacity–thanks to Sage.

How well does your manufacturing software fit your business?
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